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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in computer vision and deep learning techniques have opened new possibilities regarding the automatic labeling of sport videos. However, an essential requirement for supervised techniques is the availability of accurately labeled training datasets. In this paper we present PadelVic, an annotated dataset of an amateur padel match which consists of multi-view video streams, estimated positional data for all four players within the court (and for one of the players, accurate motion capture data of his body pose), as well as synthetic videos specifically designed to serve as training sets for neural networks estimating positional data from videos. For the recorded data, player positions were estimated by applying a state-of-the-art pose estimation technique to one of the videos, which yields a relatively small positional error (M=16 cm, SD=13 cm). For one of the players, we used a motion capture system providing the orientation of the body parts with an accuracy of 1.5º RMS. The highest accuracy though comes from our synthetic dataset, which provides ground-truth positional and pose data of virtual players animated with the motion capture data. As an example application of the synthetic dataset, we present a system for a more accurate prediction of the center-of-mass of the players projected onto the court plane, from a single-view video of the match. We also discuss how to exploit per-frame positional data of the players for tasks such as synergy analysis, collective tactical analysis, and player profile generation.

Keywords: Computer vision, pose estimation, player tracking, sport analytics.

RESUMEN

Los avances en visión por computador y el aprendizaje profundo han abierto nuevas posibilidades en cuanto a la etiquetación automática de videos deportivos. Sin embargo, un requisito esencial para las técnicas de aprendizaje supervisado es la disponibilidad de datos de entrenamiento con anotaciones precisas. En este artículo presentamos PadelVic, un conjunto de datos anotado de un partido amateur de pádel que incluye múltiples secuencias de video desde diferentes ángulos, estimaciones de la posición en pista de los cuatro jugadores (y datos de captura de movimiento de uno de los jugadores), así como videos sintéticos diseñados específicamente para ser utilizados como entrenamiento para redes neuronales que estimen la posición a partir de videos. La posición de los jugadores se obtuvo aplicando un método de estimación de pose a uno de los videos, el cual proporciona un error posicional (M=16 cm, SD=13 cm) razonable en comparación con el tamaño de la pista. Para uno de los jugadores, utilizamos un sistema de captura de movimiento que proporciona la orientación de las partes del cuerpo con una precisión de 1.5º RMS. Sin embargo, el mayor grado de exactitud proviene de nuestros datos sintéticos, que proporcionan la posición y
Introduction

In the last few years, the increased demand of padel from both players and spectators has also stimulated an increase of the scientific production about this interceptive sport. In particular, many recent papers deal with the analysis of aspects influencing performance (Courel-Ibáñez et al., 2015; Sánchez-Alcaraz, Cánovas et al., 2022; Martín-Miguel et al., 2023). The analysis of technical actions (Escudero-Tena et al., 2022; Conde-Ripoll, et al., 2021), tactical situations (Ramon-Llín et al., 2021), or external load parameters (Sánchez-Alcaraz et al., 2021) has also facilitated the understanding of the game. Consequently, coaches and trainers are increasingly interested in incorporating these elements into their training plans.

Most of these analyses require, or could benefit from, positional data about the players and the ball. Indeed, the ball-flight information and the upper body of the opponents (head, shoulders, trunk, and the region of arm–hand–racket) were the two most relevant visual locations for experienced padel players because they made larger number of fixations and longer fixation times at these sources of information when returned three representative situations performed by their counterparts (trays/smashes, serves, and volleys) on a padel court (Espino et al., 2023). Although other types of information (e.g., the contextual information as opponents´ tendencies, weakness of the counterparts, etc.) is certainly needed for an appropriate analysis of the game, getting per-frame positional data from a video is much more involved task than other important but less frequent events such as the type of stroke of the player returning the ball.
Since annotating manually the players’ positions and poses in every single frame of a video is a very involved task, requiring a substantial amount of effort, the automatic annotation of sport matches opens new opportunities regarding the amount of padel matches that can be subject to analysis.

A variety of sensors, cameras, and advanced algorithms allow us to track and measure different performance metrics such as player speed, acceleration, traversed distances, movement patterns, heart rate, calorie consumption, stress tolerance, and pressure, at different accuracy levels (Galeano et al. 2022).

The semi-automatic analysis of sport videos often involves three main steps. The first step involves player detection, identification and tracking, which often requires postprocessing filters to remove false positives. The second step is to identify and classify meaningful events of the match (such as shots, ball bounces, and scoring units such as points, games, and sets). Finally, after tracking data has been structured into meaningful units (e.g., rallies, games, sets) it can be visualized and analyzed. This analysis can be facilitated by padel-specific query languages to retrieve and analyze specific in-game situations from a match (Javadiha et al., 2022).

Computer vision techniques are already used in some racquet sport for position detection (Su et al., 2018), ball detection (Voeikov et al., 2020), shot detection (Horie et al., 2019), as well as spatio-temporal and visual analysis for tactics (Chu et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021).

Although traditional object-detection techniques require little or no training data, current state-of-the-art supervised methods rely on deep learning and convolutional neural networks. An essential requirement for these techniques is the availability of accurately labeled training sets. Although many training sets have been released for general sports (Andriluka et al., 2014; 2018), to the best of our knowledge no training dataset specific to padel has been published.

In this paper we present an annotated dataset of an amateur padel match. The dataset includes videos from different camera angles, estimated court-space positions for the four players, accurate motion capture data of one of the players (acquired with a professional MoCap system), as well as synthetic videos with ground-truth positions and poses, specifically designed to serve as training sets for deep networks predicting positional data.

The automatic acquisition of such positional data opens up vast horizons for data analysis. Poses allow us to analyze the frequency of certain technical
actions, the potential diversity of players in competition (or in specific training situations), their evolution, as well as how their differences are influenced by the season, indoor/outdoor tournaments, and other factors. Exploratory behavior in different temporal sequences can be analyzed through methods like Dynamic Overlap and Principal Components Analysis (Hristovski et al., 2011). Furthermore, the acquisition of positional data would allow further understanding for synergy analysis (Passos et al., 2020), collective tactical principle analysis (Canton, 2022), player profile generation (Buldú et al., 2021), attractor identification (Galeano et al., 2022), and external load estimation in terms of distances covered and speeds. Depending on the researcher's interest, correlating some of these variables with rally outcomes and effectiveness metrics can provide valuable information for analysts, coaches and players. In any case, since the technique supports tactics while also being subordinate to tactics (Bonnet, 1986), positional data alone is not enough and it must be used together with other information such as the tactical intention of the players.

Method

Objectives

The overall goal of this project is to provide a public dataset for padel that can be used for different computer vision tasks in the specific context of padel matches. In particular, we aim to use the dataset as a technical solution for (a) testing the performance of computer vision algorithms in tasks such as video-based player tracking, pose estimation, ball tracking and shot recognition, and (b) training supervised algorithms that estimate diverse positional and/or pose-related data, such as the position and orientation of the padel racket with respect to the player, or the court-space position of the players.

The performance of player detection and pose estimation techniques largely depends on the number of cameras (e.g., in general, the larger, the better), their orientation (e.g., zenithal views allow for accurate court-space positioning of the players; court-level views improve pose estimation accuracy) and other factors such as video frame rate and image resolution. Since we strive to use the dataset in inexpensive setups affordable for most padel clubs, we focus on single-view applications (although the dataset includes multiple views to serve as test data).

On the other hand, we aim to provide camera views close to the de-facto standard in professional video streaming, which minimizes the impact of the occlusion of the mesh panel and structural elements. In this setting (Figure 1),
the camera angle causes the mesh panel to span the region from the bottom part of the net to near the opposite service line. Ideally, the camera should be placed at about 7.6 m above the floor, and 15.5 m far behind from the glass panels, but cameras above 5 m high already provide a reasonably similar view.

Figure 1. De-facto standard for camera placement in padel broadcasting

The above goals require that the dataset is enriched with annotations that accurately represent the motion of at least one player. For this reason, we used a professional, suit-based motion capture system to track the pose and position of one of the players (Figure 3-left). Finally, we used an open-source 3D modeling application (Blender) to animate synthetic characters with the captured motion data, which allows us to generate highly-accurate, annotated synthetic videos from arbitrary views.

After visiting several padel clubs with the aim of recording the padel match, Aurial Padel Vic was chosen since it allowed us to record the match from a position close to the de-facto standard. More precisely, Aurial Padel Vic has a two-story structure with an extendable ceiling panel at the top, which allowed us to place one of the cameras above it and thus reach the desired camera height and angle. Furthermore, the chosen court has a considerable free space around which largely facilitated recording the video without encountering significant hindrances, and even recording the match from other points of view with the help of secondary cameras. Another noteworthy aspect is that the court carpet is blue, which enhances the color contrast with the yellow ball. The match was recorded in winter (March 1st, 2023) to prevent player’s sweat from affecting the sensors of the motion capture suit.
Captured datasets

We recorded four amateur players, all of them with more than 10 years of experience playing padel regularly.

For the main camera view, we used a Panasonic AG-UX180 4K professional camcorder. The camera was placed at about 6 m high from the court plane, and 10 m far away from the back wall, thus getting a camera angle close to the de-facto standard (Figure 2). The camera zoom was adjusted to enclose the complete court and part of its surroundings. The match was recorded at 4K UHDTV (3840x2160), 50 fps. The output video was about 86 GB in MP4 format.

Figure 2. Sample frames from the captured videos

Note. The figure shows the main camera view (top left), the second camera view (top right) and the court-level smartphone views (bottom).

In order to get a video with a more vertical angle, the second camera was placed at a slightly higher position. We used a GoPro Hero9 Black on a tripod above a ceiling panel structure with a stepped ceiling. The video was recorded at 4K UHDTV, 60 fps. The output video was about 32 GB in MP4 format. This video shows a lamp hanging from the ceiling which occludes a part of the top-left court.

For court-level recordings, we used two tripod-mounted smartphone cameras at about 1.45 m high, 3.88 m away from the court, with 82 cm lateral
separation which emulates a stereo camera. Both were oriented in landscape mode. We used a Samsung Galaxy S22+ to record FHD (1920x1080), 60 fps video (H.264, MP4, 17GB) and an IPhone 13 Pro Max was also set to record FHD (1920x1080) video (MOV format, 8GB).

Additionally, we tracked one of the participants playing the game, using a professional MoCap system. He was an experienced but amateur player, 51 years old, 1.70 cm, playing for more than 10 years and about 4 days/week, not federated, and not involved in any official competitions. In particular, we used an XSens MVN Awinda suit with 18 inertial measurement units (17 body-worn + 1 prop), Figure 3. We accurately captured the player’s body poses and tracked the orientation and location of the padel racket with respect to the player. The resulting motion was captured at a frame rate of 60 fps and represented using a 24-joints skeleton. Our dataset provides the captured motion data in BVH format (~183MB, ~74MB compressed).

Table 1 summarizes the captured datasets.

**Figure 3.** Player wearing XSens suit and sample captured frames
Table 1. Summary of captured datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>FPS</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main camera</td>
<td>6 m</td>
<td>Panasonic AG-UX180 4K</td>
<td>3840x2160</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>MP4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second camera</td>
<td>7.5 m</td>
<td>GoPro Hero9 Black</td>
<td>3840x2160</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>MP4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court level 1</td>
<td>1.45 m</td>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S22+</td>
<td>1920x1080</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>MP4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court level 2</td>
<td>1.45 m</td>
<td>IPhone 13 Pro Max</td>
<td>1920x1080</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>MOV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Capture</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Xsens MVN Awinda</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>FBX/BVH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generated datasets

We used a collection of scripts to generate new, annotated datasets from the captured data: synthetic videos showing an avatar that reproduces the motion and gestures of the tracked player, labeled with accurate positional and pose data, and a spreadsheet file describing the position and pose of the detected players, for each frame of active gameplay in the video.

Regarding positional data, object detection algorithms provide the object type indicated as a class number and its 2D location within the image (usually a bounding box enclosing the object). There are some pre-designed deep neural networks for detecting custom objects such as humans, rackets and balls. Such backbone architectures might be trained using different datasets such as COCO or PASCAL VOC. Apart from object identification and detection, pose estimation deals with the detection of major key joints in a human body, such as knees, ankles, hip, and shoulders, and then connecting these joints to reconstruct a body skeleton representing the pose. When presented a collection of frames or a video, one can tag every detected player based on their name or initial location in the scene, and associate the same labels to the same player on the following frames. This process is known as player tracking.

In our case study, we focus on the players, the ball and the racket. For human detection, we used HTC (Chen et al., 2019) to detect all players inside the court. More precisely, we used the htc_r101_fpn_20e backbone pre-trained with the COCO2020 dataset (available in OpenMMLab). Then, we used the top-down HRNet approach (Chen et al., 2020) to obtain the pose of every single person inside the rectangles estimated by the HTC detector. Specifically,
we used the hrnet_w48_coco_256192 model (again available in OpenMMLab).

The hip and feet keypoints were used to estimate the player position in camera-space. Finally, we reversed the perspective deformation to obtain court-space coordinates of the players. For player tracking, we used a custom algorithm that matches detected persons with players based on the overlap of such detections across the video frames, using as overlap metric the IoU (Intersection Over Union). Figure 4 shows detected players and keypoints for a sample frame of our dataset.

For testing, we also applied a custom ball tracking method based on the TracknetV2 architecture (Huang et al., 2019) to detect the ball, followed by a RANSAC algorithm to extract the parabolic paths (Yan et al., 2006). The result for a sample frame is shown in Figure 5. Notice though that PadelVic dataset does not include explicitly ball tracking data.

Figure 4. Detected poses on a sample frame of the recorded video
Figure 5. Ball tracking on a sample frame of the recorded video

Note. The figure shows the detected ball (left) and the estimated trajectory in neighboring frames (right).

As for the synthetic videos, we created a Python script for the open source 3D modeling software Blender to automate the process of transferring the MoCap data to arbitrary avatars placed on a virtual padel court. The user can then select the desired camera angle, and render the animation to create synthetic annotated videos. The script also dumps labels to a CSV file whose columns include the frame number, the 3D position of the joints, as well as user-defined derived data such as the orthogonal projection of the feet and hip onto the court plane. The major benefit of this approach is that labels can refer to any measure that can be computed from the 3D MoCap data, and it can be represented either in 3D space coordinates (e.g. height of the dominant hand) or in image-space coordinates (by just projecting the 3D position onto the camera space). Furthermore, labels are pixel-accurate even when predicting keypoints hidden by clothes or other elements (in contrast to human-made annotations). As shown in Figure 6, the resulting Blender model can be rendered from arbitrary view points, enabling the training and testing of both single-camera and multi-camera approaches.
Synchronization issues

Achieving synchronicity between motion capture poses and video streams is nontrivial. Despite both types of data potentially being recorded at comparable frequencies, the absence of a unified timekeeper results in temporal drift (about 1 second per hour) and discrepancies in recording times.

The Xsens IMU-based MoCap suit enabled player motion capture without external sensors, thus avoiding occlusions and allowing capturing in an unrestricted space. Nonetheless, IMU sensors exhibit positional drift over extended periods due to the integration method employed for position computation. Therefore, positional information may not be robust enough for the synchronization task. To address this, we plan in future work to extract key postural features from the video data and employ a similarity algorithm to align this information with the motion-captured sequences. This approach could necessitate frame interpolation due to different capture frequencies, and its effectiveness could be affected by intermittent gaps in accurate pose data from the videos.
Sample application

We used the synthetic video and the labeled data (extracted automatically from the skeleton joints of the virtual player) to train a neural network that predicts the position of the players, as the projection of its hip onto the court. The projected position is more suitable for 2D spatial analysis of players’ displacements. A convolutional neural network first estimates key points of the player in one or more neighboring frames, using the mentioned HTC method for detecting all players inside the court (Chen et al., 2019), and HRNet for obtaining the pose of these detected players (Chen et al., 2020). Then a simple fully-connected network takes as input the estimated poses and learns to predict the floor projection of the hip (Figure 7). This addresses the common problem of estimating the 2D position of the players in non-zenithal cameras: the camera angle combined with the inherent perspective deformation causes some players (e.g. when jumping) to be estimated in wrong positions (Figure 8).

The resulting neural network is able to predict the player position (projection of the player’s hip onto the floor) with an average deviation of 10 pixels (on a FullHD video frame) in each direction. This error is reduced down to only 5 pixels if the network uses multiple frames before and after the current frame.

**Figure 7. Estimated poses and predicted court-space position of the player**

*Note. The poses estimated from the synthetic video (left) allowed us to train a network to predict accurately the position of the player. Using one frame provides a good estimate of the court-projected position (middle), which becomes even more robust when using multiple frames (right). The red circle is the predicted position, whereas the green circle is the ground truth.*
Figure 8. Potential positional errors due to vertical displacements of the players

*Note.* Vertical displacements of the players (while running and jumping) severely influence the accuracy of the estimated player positions in court-space. The image on the left shows two players with different image-space positions, but identical court-space positions (middle and right images). Without proper handling, the position of jumping players could be estimated meters away from the correct one.

**Strengths and limitations of padelvic**

A first limitation is that the participants’ behaviors, including movements, technical actions and tactical decisions, were somewhat influenced by the capture conditions. Players were instructed to play as in usual amateur matches, although multiple factors may have affected their behavior and accuracy: the presence of multiple cameras, the frequent breaks due to calibration/tracking issues, and the cumbersomeness of the motion capture suit, especially the sensors in the wrist and in the racket. Although all players were recorded in the videos, only one was wearing the MoCap suit. This might have introduced some bias in the opponents, to favor the active participation of the tracked player. The inertial sensor mounted on the padel racket (16 g), together with the material to fix it, changed significantly the weight and balance of the racket. Finally, the tracker sensor for the hand in the XSens Awinda is attached to a glove which largely interferes with the natural motion of the hand, and its thickness prevents a proper grip of the racket. These aspects certainly influenced the choice, execution and accuracy of the technical actions of all players, especially of the tracked player.

The videos were recorded using commodity cameras which did not support external sync sources. After manual adjustment of the starting frame, the video streams we release only show an approximate synchronization, but not
per-frame sync. This would be a limitation if the multiple streams were to be used for multi-camera reconstruction. However, each video is still valid for testing single-camera techniques under different camera angles. The MoCap data included as part of PadelVic allows for the generation of synthetic videos which can be rendered from arbitrary camera angles, with perfect synchronization and ground-truth data. These videos can be used to train and test both single-camera and multi-camera approaches for the estimation of positional data from videos.

Conclusions and practical applications

We have presented a padel-specific collection of datasets targeted to train and test computer vision applications on padel videos. The dataset (to be released upon acceptance, early preview version available at https://github.com/UPC-ViRVIG/PadelVic) includes videos of an amateur match recorded from different camera angles, as well as MoCap data and synthetic videos that show player avatars mimicking the motion of the amateur player.

Example applications of the dataset include testing and training deep learning methods to predict derived positional data (e.g. tip of the racket, center of the racket, height of the ball with respect to the floor) from a single or multiple videos, requiring no external sensors (Lacasa et al., 2021).

Although PadelVic can be used to train and test ball detection and ball tracking algorithms, robust ball tracking is still a challenging problem due to occlusion and the presence of short path segments when the ball bounces off the walls. Accurate ball trajectories would allow trainers to analyze player activity patterns based on the trajectory of the ball and the position of players on the court. The work that Fernando Rivas has conducted with Carolina Marín in badminton in this regard (Gómez et al., 2020) should inspire the padel research community to generate knowledge along similar lines in padel.

As future work, we plan to explore how positional data about the ball and the players can be used for enhancing notational analysis. While so far we have compared some initial basic report proposals, the availability of accurate per-frame data opens new horizons for this field. We also plan to acquire, manually annotate and release additional datasets, with highly skilled professional padel players which perform movements more quickly and hit the ball harder than amateur players. A major challenge though is how to minimize the impact of the trackers (especially those mounted on the gloves and the
racket) on the players’ motor actions.
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